In reviewing a waiver based on the Secretary of Homeland Security's discretion, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) considers the following criteria:

1. The risk of harm to society if the applicant is admitted;
2. The seriousness of the applicant's prior immigration law, or criminal law, violations, if any; and
3. The reasons for wishing to enter the United States.

Please provide a statement and any relevant supporting evidence to address these criteria as they pertain to your specific circumstances.

In addition, submit evidence to demonstrate that USCIS should exercise its discretion to approve your application for a waiver. Such evidence may include but is not limited to:

1. Evidence of rehabilitation.
2. Your reasons for wishing to remain in the United States.
3. Any mitigating factors in your favor (family ties, financial impact of departure on others, contributions or ties to the community in the United States).
4. An explanation, in your own words, of the specific circumstances surrounding the Act or conviction that prompted the need for this waiver request.
5. Loss of access to U.S. criminal justice system as it relates to your claim to victimization (or if you are a derivative the impact of your departure on the principal's access to the criminal justice system if you were to depart).
6. Any physical, medical, mental health or social services you require that are not readily available in your home country.